Author Gertrude Stein wrote in her biography, "There is no there, there." That's an odd thing to put in a story about a truck but we promise you it means something.

In the early '30s she went back to Oakland, her childhood hometown, a place she left in 1903. But the thing is, she couldn't find her old home. It and the things that represented Oakland to her were gone, sort of elbowed out of the way by three decades of evolution. There was no place to visit. No more home.
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Paul Alderman wanted to go back home. The trucks we call classics, he sold them when they were new at Alderman Chevrolet, his dealership in Ellensburg, Washington. In case you weren't there, trucks in general were pretty damn good by 1972. They had independent front suspension, efficient three-speed automatic transmissions, the largest engines ever, and disc brakes to slow it all down. A well-optioned C10 was kind of a hot rod in its time, especially in light of the ones that preceded it.

Alderman bought this '72 in 1992, sort of as a means to go back home, so to speak. And for years it took him back while taking him places. But more recently, Chevrolet's yesteryear hot rod just didn't seem to excite him the way it did when it was new. That's inevitable, of course; four decades of progress since
that truck's production made pretty much every new car relatively fast. I mean, you can beat an old Corvette with a modern Honda family sedan nowadays. And we're used to that kind of performance now.

So an objective appeared: Make the truck feel the way he remembered when 255 hp felt exciting. Paul and his son-in-law Calin Tebay blew the pickup apart.

They rebuilt the front suspension with Classic Performance Products dropped knuckles, inch-drop coils, and antiroll bar. CPP also supplied the rear coils and Panhard rod. Antilock systems aside, modern pickup brakes really aren't all that different from the ones in 1972 so Paul kept these. And really there's not much better than a 12-bolt and this pickup already had one, with a Positraction carrier at that. Not even that is standard equipment on a modern truck.

For the most part the chassis is merely a supporting role to the real
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change: the drivetrain from an '09 heavy-duty truck. It consists of an LY6, GM's 385-horse 6.0-liter, and a 4L65E. But mounting the engine was the easy part.

Living with modern OEM vehicles so long made Paul a kind of a systems guy. He found his first bit of technological comfort in a Mast Motorsports M-90 control system. It maintains full integration among the engine and the Supermatic transmission controller. It also preserves the drive-by-wire throttle feature. The Vintage Air Front Runner also consolidates the accessories into a system, not to mention go with the eventual Vintage Air climate-controller. And let’s face it; you wouldn’t have a modern truck without air, would you?

It’s just a bone-white truck, seemingly the only modification being a fuel filler in the bed floor. In fact, you have to lift the hood to see any significant difference. He and Tebay flattened the firewall and generally shaved everything. Look closely and you’ll see that they detailed the compartment the way a factory would, with plenty of matte black surfaces. Look even closer and you’ll see things like split bulkhead plates he made to pass things through the firewall. Those aren’t the things you do to impress people impressed by shiny things; those are the things you do to make a vehicle functional. It’s a noble cause if you’re into things working properly.

The interior looks OEM but under scrutiny it reveals a few secrets. Savvy enthusiasts would likely pick up quickly on the Classic Instruments gauge cluster but not the dash. Paul and Tebay extended the radio recess to take a double-DIN head unit. And while most would pick up on the houndstooth inserts, they probably wouldn’t notice the Benz leather and French seams.

Paul maintains that he had no interest in creating a custom truck. But the level of work he and Tebay invested indicates he was committed to something. Working in ways that evade notice takes a certain kind of discipline. People literally never see your best work. He did it for other reasons: to make the truck feel and operate just like a new one.

In fact you could say he wanted to make the truck just the way it would be if GM built it. You know, just like the way he remembers it.

1972
CHEVROLET CHEYENNE
Paul Alderman

CHASSIS
> REarend, Ratio: 12-BOLT GM / 3.08:1 on PosiTrac tion Gear Carrier
> Rear Suspension: Stock arms with Classic Performance Products coils, Panhard rod, and dampers
> Front Suspension: Stock with Classic Performance Products dropped knuckles, coils, dampers, and antiroll bar
> Wheel Make, Size: Intro Hammer, 19x8 and 20x10
> Tire Make, Size: Nitto NT555, 245/35R19 and 275/35R20
> Gas Tank: Rock Valley 18-gallon stainless

ENGINE
> Make: '09 LY6
> Displacement: 6.0L / 364ci
> Accessory Drive: Vintage Air Front Runner
> ECU: Mast Motorsports M-90
> Induction: Owner-fabricated intake runner with K&N filter
> Cooling Fan: SPAL Dual 11-inch Electric
> Radiator: BE Cool
> Headers: Hedman Hustler Long-Tube
> Exhaust / Mufflers: 2½ inches with Dynomax mufflers by Dave Sharp, Moxee, WA

TRANSMISSION
> Make: GM 4L65E
> Trans Mods: Chevrolet Performance Supermatic Controller

BODY
> Body Mods: Fuel Filler Relocated Underbed Floor
> Bodywork: Chris Morrison, Kennewick, WA
> Paint Type: PPG Single-Stage Urethane
> Painter: Chris Morrison

INTERIOR
> Dashboard: Radio Slot Modified for Double-DIN Head Unit by Owner and Calin Tebay
> Insert / Gauges: Classic Instruments
> Stereo: Alpine INA-W900 Navigation Receiver with Reverse Camera Mounted Above Plate and IPod Controller
> Climate Control: Vintage Air
> Steering Wheel: 14-inch Late-Model Chevrolet
> Steering Column: OEM Tilt
> Seats: Stock with French-Seamed Seat Covers
> Upholsterer: Judge Dunning, Judge's Custom Upholstery, Ellensburg, WA
> Material / Color: Leather and Nylon Cloth / Red
> Carpet: GM Daytona-Wave Material Custom Shaped by Judge Dunning